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Abstract 

Classical messages can be authenticated by traditional authentication protocols based 

on hash functions. The security of these protocols depends on long authentication keys, 

the selection of appropriate hash functions and some assumptions concerning the 

computational complexity of some algorithms. In this paper, by encoding the classical 

binary messages and binary keys as nonorthogonal quantum messages and 

nonorthogonal sets of states, respectively, and using quantum encrypting scheme, a new 

quantum authentication protocol is proposed. In our protocol, instead of entangled 

quantum states, the traditional binary bits, which can be easily saved, are encoded as 

quantum keys. Because the quantum messages are nonorthogonal, any forgery or 

measurement on the quantum messages will be detected with a certain probability. Our 

protocol allows the authentication of binary classical messages in a secure manner. 
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1. Introduction 

With the computer science and network technology development quickly, secure 

communication becomes more and more important. One important topic is how to 

authentication the transmitted messages during the message communication.  

To authenticate a message, one can use digital signature schemes
 

or message 

authentication codes (MAC) [1]. The security of traditional digital signatures is based on 

unproven assumptions concerning the computational complexity of some algorithms, for 

example, factoring assumption and discrete logarithm problem. However, the 

development of quantum information and quantum computation makes these unproven 

assumptions become weaker and weaker
 
[2, 3]. MACs can also be used to authenticate 

messages. To generate a MAC for a message, the corresponding tag (as a function of the 

message and a secret key previously shared) should be appended to the message so as to 

be used to verify the validity of the message. Then, it requires that an authentication key 

as long as the message should be distributed to the message sender and the corresponding 

receiver. But, for the traditional cryptography based on unproven assumptions of 

mathematical problems, it is hard to construct a key distribution protocol such that it can 

provide prefect secrecy for the shared keys.  

At the same time, many researches focus on how to guarantee the information security 

with the equipment of quantum cryptography
 
[4-7]. The information security provided by 

quantum cryptography (QC) is based on fundamental properties of quantum mechanics, 

instead of on unproven assumptions concerning the computational complexity of some 

algorithms. Compared with the traditional cryptography based on mathematics, QC can be 

used not only in key distribution protocols
 
[8-9], but also in message authentication 
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protocols
 
[10-11]. Now, quantum authentication protocols can be classified into two 

types: protocols of classical messages
 
[10] and ones of quantum messages

 
[11].  

In this paper, we mainly discuss the quantum authentication protocols of classical 

messages. In 2001, the first quantum authentication protocol of classical messages was 

proposed by Curty and Santo
 
[10]. In their protocol, a qubit is used as the authentication 

key to authenticate one bit classical message. The message sender and corresponding 

receiver have to share and save a two-qubit maximally entangled state before 

authenticating one-bit classical message. Therefore, the quantum storage should be used. 

In this paper, by encoding the classical messages and keys as nonorthogonal qubits and 

different unitary quantum operations, respectively, and using quantum encrypting scheme, 

a new quantum authentication protocol is proposed. In our protocol, the partners don’t 

need to save any entangled state as the authentication key, but encode the binary key bits 

as unitary operations, which can be seemed as part of the authenticating key. Because the 

quantum messages are nonorthogonal, any forgery or measurement on the quantum 

messages will be detected with a certain probability. This protocol allows the 

authentication of binary classical messages in a secure manner. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the second Section, we propose a new quantum 

authentication protocol of classical messages. In the third Section, we analyze the security 

of the proposed protocol against various attacks such as the no-message attack and 

message attack. At last, we conclude. 

 

2. New Construction of Quantum Authentication of Classical Messages  

Assume Alice wants to send a certified classical message to Bob. The goal is to make 

Bob confident about the authenticity of the message and sender. In our protocol, a 

quantum channel is used to transmit quantum messages. So, it is necessary to encode the 

classical bits into a quantum messages. On the other hand, to verify the quantum 

messages sent from Alice and decode the corresponding classical bits, a quantum 

decoding algorithm should be performed by Bob. All the encoding and decoding 

algorithms can be public. In our protocol, the bits of the classical message and the tag are 

encoded as nonorthogonal qubits, and the verification of the tag of the message is 

performed by making the measurements using different orthogonal sets of quantum states. 

This makes that a forgery or a tamped quantum message can be detected with certain 

probability. Assume that the classical message to be authenticated is a bit string 

m=m1m2…mi…, where mi∈{0, 1}. As for the secret authentication key, we will assume 

that Alice and Bob share a secret binary string s1s2…,si,…, where si∈{0, 1} and i=0, 1, 

…, and this string is used as the authentication key, which can be shared by Alice and 

Bob by executing the quantum key distribution protocol in [4]. In our protocol, we call the 

key bits mi and mi+1 are current key bit and next key bit, respectively. On the other hand, 

in our protocol, the message sender Alice and receiver Bob will choose two publicly 

known unitary quantum operations, U0 and U1, which must satisfy the requirements 

described in the Section 3(For more detail, please refer to the Section 3). Our 

authentication procedure goes as follows.  

Step 1. When Alice wants to send Bob a bit message mi∈{0, 1}, she prepares two 

quantum states (|a>, |c>) according to her current key bit si and the next key bit si+1 , 

where |a> and |c> are chosen from Table 1 and Table 2 as follows, respectively： 

Table 1. The Value of |a> 

si                  mi 0 1 

0 |a>=|φ0>=|0> |a>=|φ1>=|1> 
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1 a>=|ψ0>= )1|0(|
2

1
  a>=|ψ1>= )1|0(|

2

1
  

Table 2. The Value of |c> 

si+1 |c> 

0 U0|a> 

1 U1|a> 

For example, if mi=0, si=1 and si+1=0, then the authenticated message mi and the 

corresponding tag are encoded as |a>= )1|0(|
2

1
  and |c>= )1|0(|

2

1
0 U , 

respectively. After finishing the encoding process, Alice sends the two qubits (|a>, |c>) to 

Bob. 

Step 2. Once Bob receives the two qubits, he first checks his current key bit si. 

According to Table1, if si=0(si=1), Bob knows that the first qubit must belong to the set 

{|φ0>, |φ1>}({|ψ0>, |ψ1>}). So he makes an orthogonal measurement on the first qubit |a> 

by using the orthogonal set {|φ0>, |φ1>}({|ψ0>, |ψ1>}). If the result of the corresponding 

measurement is |φ0> (|ψ0>), he can decode the binary message “0” from the result, or he 

can decode the binary message “1”. Next, according to the next key bits si+1, Bob verifies 

the validity of the corresponding tag |c> of |a>. To do this, Bob performs an orthogonal 

measurement on the second qubit received by using the orthogonal set chosen from the 

following Table 3:  

Table 3. The Orthogonal Sets for the Measurement of the Second Qubit 

si 

si+1                
0 1 

0 {U0|φ0>, U0|φ1>} {U0|ψ0>, U0|ψ1>} 

1 {U1|φ0>, U1|φ1>} {U1|ψ0>, U1|ψ1>} 

That is, if the binary message decoded from the first qubit received is k∈ {0, 1}, 

si=0(si=1) and si+1=j∈ {0, 1}, then the result of the measurement on the second qubit 

should be Uj|φk>( Uj|ψk>). In this case, Bob will accept the message sent from Alice, or 

Bob will reject received particles.  

For example, suppose mi=0, si=1 and si+1=0. The qubits sent by Alice must be (|ψ0>, 

U0|ψ0>). Then, according to Table 1 and Table 3, Bob will makes two orthogonal 

measurements on the two qubits by using the orthogonal sets {|ψ0>, |ψ1>} and {U0|ψ0>, 

U0|ψ1>}, respectively. Then, the results of the measurement will be (|ψ0>, U0|ψ0>). 

Therefore, Bob can decode the pair (|ψ0>, U0|ψ0>) and get the binary message “0” sent 

from Alice. The result of the measurement on the second qubit shows that the message 

received is valid. If the results of the measurement are not (|ψ0>, U0|ψ0>), Bob will reject 

the received message. 

From the protocol described above, it is found that the measurements are 

performed on the orthogonal states. So, the correctness of our protocol can be 

proved easily. 

 

3. Security Analysis 

In our protocol, the first qubit |a> uniquely determines the classical bit sent from the 

message sender. The message receiver extracts the classical bit from the first qubit by 

performing a corresponding orthogonal measurement. On the other hand, the second qubit 

|c> is used as a tag for the first qubit. Since Bob knows the correct orthogonal bases of the 
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measurement, the tag will pass the verification in case of no forgery or tampering takes 

place. That is, if a forgery or a tampered message can pass the measurement and 

verification of Bob, our protocol would fail.  

In this Section, we first analyze the security of our protocol under forgery attacks, and 

then analyze its security under measurement attack.  

For the forgery attacks, we mainly consider two kinds of attacks: the no-message attack 

and the message attack. The first one is that, before Alice’s sending any message to Bob, 

Eve attempts to prepare two quantum states (|a>, |c>) that pass the decoding algorithm. 

For the message attack, we assume that Eve can access the quantum messages transmitted 

in the quantum channel, and she try to manipulate the quantum messages sent and 

produce a forged message.  

For the measurement attack, Eve attempts to obtain the authentication key by 

performing some measurements on the quantum messages sent from Alice.  

To make our protocol be secure under all attacks discussed above, we will give the 

conditions that must be satisfied for the unitary operations U0 and U1 chosen by Alice and 

Bob. 

 

3.1. No-Message Attack 

Assume Eve prepares two normalized pure quantum states (|a>, |c>), and sends them 

to Bob. Her goal is to make the pair (|a>, |c>) pass the verification of Bob. When Bob 

receives the two qubits, he cannot know that they come from a forger. So, he executes the 

step 2 of the protocol and tries to decode the binary message. Then, according to the step 

2 of the protocol, Bob checks his key bits si and si+1, and makes two corresponding 

orthogonal measurements on the received states. Then we can obtain the probability Pf 

that Eve deceives Bob 

0 0 0 0 0 0

1
| | | | | |

4
fP a a c U U c            

0 0 1 0 0 1

1
| | | | | |

4
a a c U U c           

1 1 0 1 1 0

1
| | | | | |

4
a a c U U c           

1 1 1 1 1 1

1
| | | | | |

4
a a c U U c           

0 0 0 0 0 0

1
| | | | | |

4
a a c U U c           

0 0 1 0 0 1

1
| | | | | |

4
a a c U U c         + 

1 1 0 1 1 0

1
| | | | | |

4
a a c U U c           

1 1 1 1 1 1

1
| | | | | |

4
a a c U U c          

     

     

1 1 0 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1
| | | | | |

2 4

1 1
| | | | | |

2 4

a c a

a c a

tr tr G tr

tr tr G tr

        

        

        

      

              (2) 

Where | |a a a    and | |,c c c    and  

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1| | | |G U U U U        , 
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1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1| | | |G U U U U         

Are two positive semidefinite matrixes with trace two. So, the eigenvalues of G0 and 

G1 are in the set [0, 2], from which we can get  

    

    

0 0 1 1

0 0 1 1

1
max | | , | |

2

1
       max | | , | |

2

1

f a a

a a

P tr tr

tr tr

     

     

   

 



. 

Therefore, to make Pf <1, any eigenvalue of G0 and G1 should not be 0 or 2. This 

implies that the condition 

0 10 or 0G G  ,                                                          (3) 

should be satisfied. 

Now, we analyze the security of our protocol in a more complex case. That is, Eve 

could have prepared two general mixed states ( ||
1

0 ii iia aap 
 , 

1

0
| |c i i ii

q c c


  ), with 1
1

0
 i ip  and 1

1

0
 i iq , instead of the pure quantum 

states (|a>, |c>). In this case, similarly, we can get the same Pf as Eq. (2). Then, if the 

unitary operations U0 and U1 satisfies the condition (3), we can also obtain Pf<1. 

From the discussion above, it is known that Alice and Bob can choose appropriate U0 

and U1 satisfying condition (3) so that the successful probability of forgery under no-

message attack is strictly less than one.  

 

3.2. Message Attack 

There are two kinds of message attacks. In the first kind of attack called TPCP map, 

instead of directly forging quantum messages and sending them to Bob, Eve will wait for 

Alice’s original messages and try to manipulate them. Her goal is to convert authentic 

messages into others so as to pass the verification of Bob. So, for our protocol, Eve tries 

to convert (|a>, |c>) into (|a’>, |c’>) so that the new pair can pass the verification of Bob. 

Then, based on the knowledge of all the public aspects of the quantum authentication 

scheme used, Eve determines two unitary quantum operations and applies them to the two 

particles sent by Alice. In the second kind of attack, called measurement attack, Eve tries 

to extract the information of authentication key by performing some measurements on the 

transmitted messages in the quantum channel. Especially, if Eve can extract the 

information of authentication key from the results of the measurements, she may prepare 

some forged messages, which can pass the verification of Bob. 

 

3.2.1. TPCP Map 

Consider that Alice sends to Bob two quantum particles (|a>, |c>), which are chosen 

from the Table1 and Table 2, respectively, according the key bits si and si+1 shared by 

Alice and Bob. The goal of Eve is to convert (|a>, |c>) into (|a’>, |c’>) by perform some 

unitary operations such that <a’|a>=0 and the second qubit |c’> can pass the verification 

of Bob in step 2 of the protocol. If Eve can achieve her aim, she will send the tampered 

states (|a’>, |c’>) to Bob. In this case, Bob will extract a tampered binary message k∈ {0, 

1} from the received particles, instead of extracting the valid binary message j∈ {0, 1} 

(j≠k), which is the original message sent by Alice. In fact, in order to achieve this goal, 

Eve can perform the unitary operation 
0 1

1 0
aU

 
  

 
on the first particle and its 

corresponding state will be converted into |a’>, which satisfies <a’|a>=0. For the second 
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particle, Eve performs an arbitrary TPCP map M , denoted by the unitary operation UE. 

Then the state of the second particle is converted into |c’>=UE|c>. The state |c’> can pass 

the verification of Bob with probability 1 if and only if it satisfies the following condition: 

| | 0
     for all ,  0,1

| | 0

n l E l n

n l E l n

U U U
n l

U U U

 

 





 


 

                               (4) 

Where  

|φ0>=|0>, |φ1>=|1>, |ψ0>= )1|0(|
2

1
 , |ψ1>=

1
(| 0 |1 )

2
   . 

From condition (4), we can obtain  

0 0 1 1

0 0

0 0
E

x y
U U U U U

x y

    
    

    
, 

Where x and y are two complex numbers with the absolute value 1. This implies 

0 0

0 0

x y
U U

x y

   
   

    
.                                                     (5) 

Where 1 0U U U  is a unitary matrix. Let 
1 2

3 4

t t
U

t t

 
  
 

. From condition (5), we can 

get that the condition (6) as follow should be satisfied: 

32 1 4

3 2 4 1

tt t t

t t t t
     , or 

1 4

2 2

2 3

0

0

t t

t t

 


 
, or  

2 3

2 2

1 4

0

0

t t

t t

 


 
                           (6) 

Therefore, to make the successful probability of converting (|a>, |c>) into (|a’>, |c’>) 

less than one, Alice and Bob can select the elements of U0 and U1 such that the condition 

(6) is not satisfied. That is, if Alice and Bob choose U0 and U1 such that that requirement 

(6) is not satisfied, then the probability of successful tampering will be strictly less than 

one, independently of Eve’s TPCP map. 

 
3.2.2. Measurement 

In this kind of attack, instead of performing a predetermined quantum operation on the 

message sent by Alice, Eve makes measurements on (|a>, |c>) and attempts to get some 

information about the authentication key. According to Table 1, if Eve were able to 

distinguish the states {|φ0>, |φ1>, |ψ0>, |ψ1>}, she could get some information about the 

current key bit si. However, <ψi|φj>≠0, so the states {|φ0>, |φ1>, |ψ0>, |ψ1>} are 

indistinguishable. Then, Eve can not obtain the information of the current key bit si shared 

by Alice and Bob. According to Table 2, if Eve were able to distinguish the quantum 

states  

{U0|φ0>, U0|φ1>, U0|ψ0>, U0|ψ1>, U1|φ0>, U1|φ1>, U1|ψ0>, U1|ψ1>}, 

She could get the information about the next key bit si+1. In order to avoid this attack, 

Alice and Bob must choose U0 and U1 such that the set of states  

{U0|φ0>, U0|φ1>, U0|ψ0>, U0|ψ1>, U1|φ0>, U1|φ1>, U1|ψ0>, U1|ψ1>} 

Is not orthogonal. This requirement can be rewritten as  

1 0| | 0a U U a                                                            (7) 

For, at least, one |a>∈ {|φ0>, |φ1>, |ψ0>, |ψ1>}. Therefore, to make the probability of 

Eve succeeding in getting key bit si or si+1 less than one, Alice and Bob can choose U0 and 

U1 such that the condition (7) is satisfied.  

On the other hand, since the states {|φ0>, |φ1>, |ψ0>, |ψ1>} are nonorthogonal, the first 

qubit is indistinguishable. Of course, When Bob verifies the second qubit by performing a 

correct measurement, if it can not pass the verification, we can infer that the first qubit 
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may have been tampered by Eve, or it is a forged qubit. If necessary, Alice and Bob can 

also publish the state of the first qubit |a> to detect the tampering or measurement 

performed by Eve.   

 

4. Discussion 

In Section 3, we analyze all kinds of attacks, which must be considered, and present the 

requirements for the unitary operations U0 and U1 avoiding the success of the attacks. We 

have shown that, in order to avoid the forgery attacks and measurement attack, Alice and 

Bob should agree to choose U0 and U1 such that the conditions (3, 7) are satisfied and the 

condition (6) is not satisfied. In fact, the unitary operations U0 and U1 can be easily 

selected to satisfy all the requirements. For example, we can choose  

0 1

3

1 0 2 2
,   

0 1 3 1

2 2

i

U U
i

 
 

 
   
  

 
 

.                                              (8) 

We can verify that all the requirements are satisfied by the matrixes selected in (8). 

But, how to find the optimum U0 and U1 such that all the successful probability of attack 

for the protocol is as little as possible is still an open problem. 

 

5. Conclusions  

In this paper, using a pair of qubits, a new quantum authentication protocol of classical 

messages is proposed. The first qubit is used to carry the classical message, and the 

second qubit can be seemed as a tag for the classical message. Both qubits are selected in 

different nonorthogonal sets of states, which make the transmitted quantum messages are 

indistinguishable. But, since the message receiver masters the correct authentication key, 

he can always perform the correct measurements on the received quantum messages and 

decode the corresponding binary messages from the received states. In Section 3, to make 

the successful probability of all attacks analyzed less than one, Alice and Bob can choose 

the unitary operations U0 and U1 satisfying the specified conditions. In practice, Alice and 

Bob need not save any quantum state as their authentication keys. When executing the 

protocol, they can encode the classical key as different orthogonal sets of states, but the 

states selected from the different orthogonal sets should be nonorthogonal. On the other 

hand, the classical binary messages can be encoded as nonorthogonal qubits selected from 

different orthogonal sets of states so that the transmitted quantum messages are 

indistinguishable. The nonorthogonal property between different states makes the 

proposed protocol be secure against the various attacks. 
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